
UNDERHOOK SUPLEX

Also known as a half-hatch suplex. seen in most suplexes, the attacker underhooks one of the opponent's arms with
his/her.

The wrestler bridges their back and legs to hold the opponent's shoulders against the mat. The attacker usually
keeps the leg hooked and bridges to pin the opponent in a cradle-like position, or applies a leglock submission
hold. Electric chair suplex[ edit ] Also known as an electric chair slam. Another variation has the attacker
apply a two-handed choke and throw the opponent overhead while falling back. The facelock is loosened so
the opponent can be twisted slightly, then the attacker falls to a sitting position and the victim's back and
shoulders are driven into the mat. The attacker then lifts the opponent into a vertical position, then he falls
forward, driving the opponents face into the ground. Sitout suplex slam Edit Also called a suplex driver or a
falcon arrow, this sees an attacker apply a front facelock to the opponent and drapes the opponent's near arm
over their shoulder. This move is a staple of larger and powerful wrestlers as it gives an aura of dominance
over their opponents who can do nothing but wait to drop in the suplex. The wrestler then falls backwards,
pulling upwards with the cravate and forcing the opponent off their feet into the air and over the wrestler,
landing on their neck and shoulders. This slam can be either bridged into a pin, or the wrestler can float over
into another fallaway slam. Superplex Edit A superplex is a name that comes from the term " super suplex"
and refers to any suplex performed by an attacker standing on the second or third rope against an opponent
sitting on the top rope or top turnbuckle. With the free arm s , the wrestler then hoists their opponent's knees or
thighs and throws them backwards in that manner. The wrestler either reaches across the opponent's chest and
around their neck with their near arm and locks both hands behind the opponent's shoulders or just locks both
hands behind the opponent's waist. The wrestler then positions the opponent so that they are facing across the
body of the wrestler and with their head in front of the wrestlers chest while stil standing. Slingshot suplex[
edit ] The attacker faces a standing opponent with one side of the ring immediately behind the opponent. Bret
Hart and The Dynamite Kid used this move as one of their signature moves. The wrestler then jumps forward
and swings around, but lands on their feet and performs a suplex on their opponent. The opponent lands
between the attacker's legs with their head toward them. The attacker uses one hand to apply a half nelson hold
and wraps the other hand around the opponent's waist. The wrestler can also release the opponent in mid arch,
which is referred to as a release German suplex. Karelin Lift Edit A gutwrench suplex which begins with the
opponent laying on the mat. Finally, the attacker falls backwards, driving the neck and shoulders of the
opponent into the ground, simultaneously arching their own back and legs to elevate themselves, gaining
leverage and placing the opponent in a pinning predicament. Though this move was made famous by both
"Cowboy" Bob Orton and Barry Windham , who used it regularly to finish their matches, it was invented by
Dynamite Kid.


